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The electron dlffractlon patterns of the as-quenched 

alloy exhlblts both sharp lio SRO spots and very weak 

satel11tes near superlattlce posltlons. However, the 

latter are detectable only ln mlcrophotometer traoes and 
I 

then only lrid1ftractlon patterns of certaln favorable 

orlentatlons.These satel11tes were not observed on <002~ 

diffractlon patterns as they are obscured b7 neighboring 

lio SRb spots. As ordering proceeds, the satellites 

eventually sharpen lnto superlattlce ref1ectlons at the 

expense of the lio SROspots. During the very ear17 

stages the satel11tes are streaked in the <210) dlrectlons 

of the fcc lattice; however, sate111tes whlch eventual17 

develop lnto superlattlce reflectlons correspondlng to 

domalns ot a partlcular orlentatlonal varlant are not 

lnitlal1y streaked lnthe same <210'> dlrectlon. 

An explanatlon for thls 1s given ln terms of a 

composltlon modulatlon normal to the {420} planes of the 

fcc lattlce. Adlftractlon model based on this idea' 

explalns not onl7 "the 1io SROintensity maxima but also 

the presenoe ot the weak satellites near superlatt1ce 

posltlons. The model ls also compatlble with the FIM 

results and suggests that the bright well deflned groups 

of atoms correspond to planes possesslng a hlgh Mo 

concentratlon. A ph7s1cal basls for the dlffract10n 

." 
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model is given in terms of a reoent spinodal approaoh to 

order-disorder transformations. The ph7sioal oonneotion 

between the present results and the theoret1oal pred1ot1on 

ot the Clapp-Moss theorY' of SRO 1s also disoussed • 



• 

1. INTRODUCTION 

" Many st01ohiometr1c solid solutions exhib1t long range 

order (LRO) below a or1tical temperature and short range 

order (SRO) above it. The conceptual meaning of LRO and 

1ts mathematioal definit10n based on d1ffraot10n intens1t7 

measurements are well understood. The state of LROin an 

alloy oan be speo1fied in terms of a system of interpene

trating sublattioes and a complete set of ocoupat10nal 

parameters desoribing the distributlon of the atomlc spec1es 

on eaoh sUblattice. Moreover, all complete sets of LRO 

parameters are equivalent regardless of how they are deflned 

or obtained. Hence, a state of LRO is unlquely deflned. 

On the other hand, there ls no unique defln1t10n of SRO. 

SRO parameters based on dlffractlon phenomena are not always 

equlvalent to those obtalned by other methods. However, 

s1nce they have the advantage of belng dlreotly related to 

the condltlonal palr probabi11tles used ln stat1stical

thermodynamlc theories of solld solut10n energetlcs, they 

are at the present time the 'most widely employed parameters. 

Wh1le the oond1t10nal pa1r probab1lities obtalned from 

dlffraction intens1ty measurements do desor1be the state of 

SRO,they do not prov1de a olear physioal pioture ln terms 

of a unlque struotural model. At the present tlme one can

not on the bas1s of diffraotion effeots alone dlstlngu1sh 

"jll 

\ .' 
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between the following structural models of SRO: 

(a) The statistical thermodynamio model which views 

SRO in terms of a liquid-like arrangement of unlike neighbors 

around each atom.
l

- J In terms of d1ffract1on effeots LRO and • 

SRO are cons1dered as d1stinct phenomena. During the tran

s1t1on to the ordered state the gradual sharpen1ng of d1ffuse 

SRO maxima 1nto superlatt1ce reflect10ns 1s v1ewed as a 

oompet1t1ve prooess between SRO and LBO 1n wh1ch superlatt1ce 

refleot1ons appear super1mposed on the diffuse SRO max1ma. 

(b) The m1crodoma1n model wh10h v1ews SRO in terms of a 

cont1nguous d1str1bution of t1ny, h1ghly ordered aR&lph&se 
4-7 

domains. A somewhat d1fferent version of this view known 

as the discrete particle model oons1ders SRO as consist1ng 

of a very h1gh dens1ty of t1ny, highly ordered regions aDSi

phase bFeiliinh Qbfiap embedded in a nearly random matrix. In 

terms of d1ffraotion effects the two are sim1lar 1n that 

both oonsider the d1ffuse SRO max1ma as a broad superlatt1ce 

refleot1on, the broaden1ng be1ng essent1ally a small part10le 

effeot. As the doma1n or part10les grow 1n s1ze the sao 
maxima peaks up 1nto a superlatt1ce refleot1on. 

The d1st1notion,between the two v1ewpo1nts 1s of criti

cal 1mportance s1noe they lead to qu1te different pred1otions 

for the meohanism of the transformation 1tself. On the one 

hand, the m1orodoma1n concept imp11es that the trans1t1on 

." 
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from SRO to the LRO state occurs by a s1ngle cont1nuous 

process, namely doma1n growth; no d1st1nct nucleat10n step 

appears necessary. On the other hand, the stat1st1cal

thermodynam1c conoept appears to require some form of a 

beg1nn1ng 1n the transit10n to the ordered state. A d1s

t1nction between the two v1ewp01nts would also be of major 

1mportanoe 1nany attempt at correlating SRO with physioal 

and mechanical properties. 

The strongest exper1mental eVidence in favor of the 

microdomain concept or itsdisorete particle version has 

been provided by electron rather than x-ray diffraction 
, .. 

studies. In the case of disordered CU
3

AU, several 1nvesti-
8,9 . gators us1ng electron d1ffract1on have observed d1ffuse 

satel11te crosses about the positions of the superlattice 

reflections. Suohobservations can only be explained in 

tems of a distribution of antiphase domains. Moreover, 

the direct observation of an irregular antiphase domain 

structure in transmission electron dark field images in 
10 partially ordered CU

3
Au provide additional support. The 

d1ffuse satellite crosses in disordered CU3AU ·have not yet 

been clearly resolved using x-ray diffraction teohniques. 

The d1screpancy can be eXplained if one admits the possi

bility of local fluctuations in the degree of SRO or LRO. 

~rays whioh scatter over a much larger volume of sample 

would tend to average out the presenoe of large fluctuat10ns. 
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The diffuse satel11tes reported by electron dlffract10nists 

could .then be representative of reglons where the degree of· 

order happened to be very high. 

Since the early work on CUJAu, cons1derable evidence 

has been accumulated in favor of the m1crodomain model, in 

partioular for 1ts discrete particle version in many alloy 

systems other than CuJAU. However, muoh of the eVidence is 

still of an indirect nature based on d1ffraction effects or 

by coherency strain contrast images 1n transmission electron 
. ll-lJ, J6,J7 

micrographs. Dlrect observation of a fine scale 

domain structure has not yet been observed in d1sordered 

alloys and only very rarely in alloys in the very in1 t1al 

stages of ordering. The only major except10n to th1s has 
. . 14 

been the field ion microscope studies of Pt-Coalloys ln 

which the d1sordered state was found to conSist of tiny, 

highly ordered domains embedded in a random matrix. 

In th1s respect, the optlcal d1ffraction exper1ments of 
15 . 

Taylor, et al., and more recently the computer s1mulation 
16 experiments of Gehlen and Cohen are of some sign1f1cance. 

Taylor stud1ed the optical diffract10n patterns from masks 

~n whioh gold and copper atoms were represented by holes of 

different sizes. Inlt1ally the holes were distributed at 

random corresponding to (100) planes of disordered CuJAu. 

Order was then introduoed in stages by interchanging pairs 
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of holes equivalent t9 reducing the number of gold atoms in 

contact. The resulting optical diffuse scattering pattern 

was verys1milar to x-ray results of COwley17 for CUJAu above 

the critical temperature. The final arrangement of the holes 

corresponded to avery high density of antiphase doma1ns 

embedded ina random matrix. 

S1milar results were obta1ned by the recent oomputer 

simulation experiments of Gehlen and Cohen. In this type of 

experiment a three dimensional orystal of disordered CUJAU 

is simulated in a oomputer. The interchange between pa1rs 

of sites 1s guided by comparing oaloulated SROparameters 

w1th thosedeterm.ined by experiments. The interohang1ng 

procedure 1s allowed to oontinue until the two agree. The 

computer print out of the final atomic arrangement shows 

very tiny, highly ordered regions 1n a nearly random matrix. 

The ordered regions are plate-like in shape lying on (100) 

planes with the smallest hav1ng dimensions of a single unit 

cell. 

In spite of what may appear as overwhelm1ng exper1mental 

and theoret1cal support for the m1crodoma1n model or for its 

discrete particle version, it possesses a major weakness. 

S1nce it interprets the diffuse SRO maxima as a broad super

lattice reflection. their positions in reciprocal space 

should &lways coinoide. This is aotually observed in 
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diftrac~ion patterns of the more common ordering systems 

examined in the past, but therelare a number of others in 

which coincidence is not observed. 

This anomaly cannot be explained by the microdomain 

model. It is however oompatible with a recent statistical- ' 
18-20 

thermodynamio theory of SHO developed by Clapp and Moss. 

In fact, their theory predicts that certain alloy systems 

which have an fcc structure in the disordered state should 

exhibit SHO maxima only at the peculiar , (ltO) pos1 tions 1n 

the fcc reciprocal space. This prediction has now been well 

documented experimentally 'in several alloy systems: 21 
Ni4Mo, 

22 23 AU3cr, and Ni4W. All these alloys have the ~cc structure 

in the disordered state and theDla bct structure when 

ordered. It has therefore been claimed that the microdomaln 
20,22 

concept is not valid at least for these systems. 
, 21 

However, Spruiell and Stansbury have concluded that 

the results of their diffuse, x-ray scattering of dis.ordered 
24 

Ni4Mo favor the microdomainmodel. Moreover, Ruedl, et al., 

have recently reported direct transmission electron microscopy 

evidence of a domain structure in disordered Ni4MO, with a 
o 

domain size on the order of lOA. On the other hand, LeFevre, 
25 26 '.,' 

et al., ' were unable to obtain evidence for such domains 

in their field ion images of disordered Ni4Mo., They therefore 

concluded that SHO in the alloy is best described b;y the 

stat1stical-thermodynamic model. 

'" 



In view of the present controversy surrounding Ni4Mo 

and its potential role as a deciding factor between 'the two 

opposing views of SRO, it was considered worthwhile to re

examine the dtsordered a1loy and to follow the changes whloh 

ocour during the very initial stages of ordering uslng~both 

, transmlssion electron mioroscopy; (TEM) and fleld lon 

mlcroscopy (FIM) teohnlques. 

The ordered struoture of N14Mo ls rather complex and 

there are several crystallographlc features which are of , 

critical importanoe in interpreting fleld ion images and 

eleotron diffraction patterns~ Since some of the more 

orltlcal experlmentswere planned with these features in 

mind the next sectlon wl1l desorlbe ln detal1the struoture 

" :.". 
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2. CRYSTALLOGRAPHY OF Ni4MO 

The phase diagram of the Ni rich port10n of the Ni-Mo -1 

system 1s· shown in F1g. 1. The Ni4Mo ordered phase /3 ,does 
.. 27 

not have a true order1ng temperature. Guthrie and Stansbu~y 

have shown that a per1teotoid reaot10n oocurs before the 

orit1oal temperature 1s reached 1nvolv1ng t~e ordered IJ 
phase, the disordered .. a phase and the ordered r phase. 

Upon slow coo11ng from the a phase the alloy w1th the 

oompos1t10n N14Mo passes through the a + r region prior 

to transforming into the fJ phase. At the· peritect01d 

temperature (86Soc) the a and IJ phases have almost identioal 

oompos 1 t10n and the a + y range ·1s very narrow. The resul t . 

1s that the a -/l transformation occurs on slow coo11ng as 

though it were aclass1cal order-disorder transformation. 

However, upon f"astquenchin.g the a phase is retained and on 

isothermal aging below the crit10al ordering temperature 

(860°C), the a phase transforms -direotly to the ordered IJ 
phase. 

The lattice parameter of the disordered fcc ( a phase) 

at the compos1tion Ni 20 at %Mo is afcc = J.6086~. Upon 

ordering, a slight oontraction ooours along one of the 

original <100> oube axis so the original foo lattice becomes 

fot with (c!a)fot = 0.986. The Bravais lattice changes from 

fcc to body-centered tetragonal (bot ) • A plan view of the 
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N14Mo struoture 1s shown 1n' F1gs. 2a and 2b. The most 

sal1ent features of the struoture oan be summarized as 

follows: 

(a) The bct unit cell conta1ns 8 N1 and 2 Mo atoms. 

The structure may be v1ewed as a s1ngle bct latt1ce w1 th 1 

Mo and 4 N1 atoms per Brava1s latt1ce polnt or in terms of 5 

1nterpenetrating bot sublatt1ces one with a single Mo atom 

per lattice pOint, the other 4 With a single N1 atom per 

latt1cepo1nt. 

(b) The c-axlS of the bct un1t coinoides w1th one of 

the <lOO>oube axes of the foc un1t cell. 

(0) For a given oho1ce of c-axis, the Ni and Mo atoms 

oan be arranged in two ways resulting in the bct unit cell 

rotated in either a olockwise (Fig. 2b~ ora oounter-clockwise 

(Fig. 2a) sense. with respeot to the foo un1t cell. Henoeforth 

these two ordering schemes w111 be referred to as Type 'II and 

Type I, respectively. 
\ 

(d) All superlatt1ce planes are layered with every f1fth 

plane containing only Mo atoms, the intervening 4 oontaining 
I 

only Ni atoms. The most prominent superlattice planes, i. e., 

those of h1ghest symmetry and largest d-spac1ng are the 

(llO)bct and (llO)bct. 

(420 )fco and (ilO )bot II 

In the Type I structure (llO)bct II 

(240)foc. In the Type II struoture 
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It is readlly apparent from Flgs. 2a and 2b, that the 

ordered N14Mo phase can "nucleate" ln 30 crystallographlcally 

equlvalent ways givlng rlse to domalns possesslng 6 dlstlnct 

orlentation variants wlth respect to the parent fcc phase. 

The o-axls canallgn 1 teelf wlth anyone of the 3 orlglnal. 

~100) cube axes. Fora glven oholce of c-axls we can have 

elthera Type I or Type II structure.· For each of the 6 

orlentation varlants the Mo atoms can ohoose to oocupy any. 

one of S sUblattices. The 6 orientational var1ants may be 

regarded as "transformatlon twins". The symmetry planes 

relat1ng the twins are of the {llO}fCO family. 

The superposition of the reoiprocal lattices of all 6 

twins results in superlattioe reflections arranged symmetri

oally in groups of4 about all equivalent 1*0 positions in 
I . . * 

the fcc reciprocal lattice (See Fig .. 3). The (002)fCO 

* (12l)fcc seotions of the fcc reoi~rocal lattice are shown 

in F1gs. 4a and 4b, respectively. The structure factor for 

the 'fundamental and superlattice reflections are given by: 

FDla I: 2(f + 4f ) (for H + X+ L = 2n (n = 0,1,2 •••• ) 
f . Mo Ni ( and 2H + K :a Sn 

Dla ( ) (for H + K + L = 2n (n:a 0.1,2 •••• ) 
F s = 25 f Mo- f Ni·· (.. and 2H + K ~ Sn 

where S is the Bragg-Williams LHO parameter and H. K and L 

refer to the bct un1t cell. If h, k and 1 refer to the fcc 

~ ~'. • t, '{ t .: 

1 

,?, 
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un1t cell then for the Type I structure h = ~(JH _.' K), 
.. . 1 .. 
k = S(H +JK) and 1 = L. 

Because the pr1nc1pal axis of the ordered and disordered 

phases are not aligned, the essential orystallographic 

features have been described in terms of the bct structure. 

For later' purposes 1 t w1ll be more convenient to d1scuss 

structural features uslng the fcc latt10eas the frame of 

reference. 

The metastable domain structure conslsts of an assembly 

of domains or trans~ormat1on twins having anyone of 6 

orientational variants. The symmetry planes relatlng to the 

transformation tw1ns are of the form {110} fcc. These twins 

may also be v1ewed asdoma1ns 1n wh1ch layering occurs along 

part1cular pa1rs of {420}fcc type planes. Our particular 

frame of reference w1ll be the·Type I structure shown ln 

Fig. 2a 1n which case the c-axls co1no1desw1th the z-ax1s 

of thefcolatt1ce. 
'\ 

Referr1ng aga1n to Fig. 2a, it 1s read1ly apparent that 

the Type I struoture can be generated by per1od1c oompos1t1on 

fluotuat1ons normal to the (240'>f'cc or (420)fCC planes 1n 

wh1ch everyf1fth plane conta1ns only Mo atoms, the other 4 

only N1 atoms. Now suppose w1thin some small spher1cal 

reg10n the oompos1t1on fluotuations happened to be normal to 

the (420)foo or (21;.0)£'00. As shown 1n F1g. S, the result1ng 
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doma1n 1s equ1valent to a Type II structure. In th1s case 

the t.wo domains are s1mply m1rror 1mages· acroSs e1 ther the 

(llO)fcc or (ilO )roc planes. The or1entat1onal relat10nship 

between the prino1pal axes of the matr1x (Type I structure) 

and tw1n orystals are: 

For Tw1nn1ng on (llO)fco For Twinning on (ilO )fcc 

[100J twin II r010J matrix I1001 tw1n II r0101 matr1x 
[OlOJ tw1n II noo] matr1x [0101 tw1n II IrOOl matr1x 
COOll tw1n /I [OOiJ matr1x [0011 tw1n II roOil matr1x 

[4~01 .tw1n II (240) matr1x [4201 tw1n II rH~Oj matr1x 
[240] .. tw1n II [4201 matr1x [240) tw1n II [ 201 matr1x 

Therefore, the formation of a small spher1cal doma1n by 

chance fluctuat10ns w1th1n the matr1xoan also be regarded 
-

as equ1valent to a tw1nn1ng process. For this part10ular 

case the twodoma1ns are in ant1parallel twin or1entat1on 

s1noe theirc-axes, though al1gned along the reference z

axes, are po1nting in oppos1te d1rect1ons. It should also 

be not1ced that, although the twin is a Type II struoture 
\ 

w1th respect to the reference fcc latt1ce, relat1ve to 1ts 

own pr1no1pal axes it w1ll regard 1tself as a Type I 

structure. Th1s is because although the composit1on fluctu

at10n within the twin 1s normal to the (420) and (240) matr1x 

planes, relative to 1ts own pr1nc1pal axes the fluotuat1ons 

w1ll be normal to the (420) and (240) planes wh1chby 

def1n1t1on generates a Type I structure. 
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Slml1ar fluotuations along approprlate matrlx dlrectlons 

of the form <420>wl11generate other domalns or twlns ln 

whlch the twln c-ax1s ls at 900 wlth respect to that of the 

matrix •. The o-axes of the matrlx and twln oan meet head-to-

head or headcto-tal1·dependlng on whether the twlnregards 

ltself as havlng Type I or II struotures. For each domaln 

thls 19'111 depend on whether, relatlve to lts 'pwn prlnolpal 

axes, the fluctuatlons ooour normal to the {(4~0),(240)}twln 

or {(420),C2~0)}twln palrs of planes. Stated somewhat 

dlfferently,ordered doma1ns wlth the proper twin orientatlon 

relatlveto the matrix will have one of thelr 4 special 
• 

planes ly1ng parallel to one of the 12 matrix planes of the 

form {4iO}. 

These speoial. palrs of planes will have partioular 

slgn1ficance 1n the analysls of FIN 1mages. The phys10al 

s1gn1ficance of the planes is that they are parallel to the 

(110) and (110) planes 1n the ordered bctstruoture. These 

are the superlatt1ce planes 19'1 th h1ghest symmetry and largest 
28 d spaoing. Moore and Banganathan have shown that the slze 

and hence the promlnenceof a pole 1n a fleld ion image 

decreases w1th decreas1ng d spac1ngo Therefore, the (110) 

and CilO) bet superlattice planes 19'111 be the most prominent 

in FIN 1mages of N14Mo. This is readily apparent 1n the FIM 
. 29 1mages of Ni4Mo ~eported by LeFevre. However, these were 

0·' 
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1magesessentlally of slngle domains and hence readlly 

1ndexed. In the case of a domaln structure conslst1ng of 

a random d1strlbutlon of very t1ny doma1ns or transformatlon ,~ 

tw1ns, the domains may be too smSll to be recognlzed as such. 
o 

The ab1l1ty to ldent1fy doma1ns on the order of lOA ls 

the cr1t1cal problem for the present study. S1nce only the 

Mo atoms g1ve r1se to 1mage pOints30,31 
the best chance to 

obtafii·ev1denoe of doma1ns ls therefore to look for planes 

on wh1ch Mo atoms are most densely packed. For a partlcular 
( 

doma1n, these planes are the spec1al palrs {(420), (240)\ and 

,1(420), (2~0)}. 
./ 

Moreover, we should focus our attent10n to 

those reg10ns on the speolmen tlp where these planes w1ll lle 

parallel to the surface. The preced1ng descr1ptlon of the 

doma1n structure 1n terms ofcompos1t1on fluctuatlons 

1nd1cates that such reg10ns w1ll l1e about the poles of the 

form <420> of the matr1x •. However,a doma1n ly1ng 1n one of 

thesereg10ns wlll have only one chance 1n three of hav1ng 

the proper orientat1on for observ1ng one of 1ts 4 spec1al 

planes. 

Therefore, if t1ny doma1ns are present, then by foous1ng 

our attentlon to the <420> type poles we should wh1le f1eld 

evaporating, per1od1cally observet1ny, well def1ned planes 

oorrespond1ng to one of the four special types. Of oourse, 

sinoe there are other superlatt1ce planes wh1ch are also 
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layered, well defined planes can also be expected in regions 

other than around the <420> matrix poles. However, these 

regions can also be predicted by an analysis similar to the 

__ one above. However, the overall effect should be strongest 

around· the <420> matrix poles. 

It is possible that well developed groups of atoms 

would be observed even if a domain structure were absent. 

However, in this case we would not expect their distribution 

to have any strong orientation dependence. 

I 
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.3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

.3.1 Alloy Preparation 

Alloys of nominal composition Ni 29.1 wt,% Mo (20 at,% Mo) 

were prepared from 99.9% Ni and 99.9% Mo by arc melting in 

argon. In order to obtain a dense t gas-free alloy, the ingot 

was swaged into rod form then remelted four times in an 

electron beam zone refining furnace. The rod waS inverted 

between •. each pass to ensure uniform mixing of the constituents. 

The final homogenization treatment consisted of holding in 

vacuum. for an additional 90 hours at 1250°0. The composition 

of the homogenized rod was determined by wet chemical analys1s 

to be Ni 29 • .3 wt% Mo (20.2 at,% Mo). Sheets .005 in. thick 

were produced by cold~rolling the rods at room temperature 

using 1ntermediate I'anneals at 11000 C • 

.3.2 Heat Treatment 

Samples with dimensions 0.25 x 0.005 x 1.0 in. were 

sealed in evacuated quartz tubes and placed in a vertical 

tube furnace for.3 hours at 11000 C. ~ench1ng was performed 

by releaSing the quartz tube into iced brine. 

Isothermal aging treatments were performed in a salt 

bath solution of BaCl2, NaCl and CaCl2• Heating rates were 

measured using .005 in. diam. Pt-10% Bh thermocouples spot 

welded to the sample w1th the output oonnected either to an 

'\ 

. I 

,,:.!.' " 
., ,. 
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oscilloscope or a Honeywell Electronik 19 strip recorder. 

Them.inimum aging time used for anY' heat treatment Was 

arbitrarily chosen to be twice the time required for 'the 

sample temperature to reach equilibrium. For example, :for 

6500 Cand.,750oC the average tim.e to reach equilibriUIJ1 was 2 

and 5 seconds, respectively. Hence for these aging treat

ments the shortest aging times involved were 4 and 10 seconds, 

respectively. 

For aging times less than one minute, the maximum 

temperature fluctuation of the sample was ±50 C. For longer 

times, the fluctuations were generally maintained below 

!20 C. The quenching rates during the transfer from the salt 

bath to an iced brine solution was also monitored and the 

time to reach zero output on the strip recorder was kept 

consistently below- one second. 

J.J Specimen Preparation 

Specimens for both TEM and FIM were prepared from the 

same heat treated sample. FIM specimens were prepared by 

cutting 10 to 15 strips linch long and approximately .005 

inch Wide from each sample using a specially designed 

precision shearing device. In order to check whether 

spurious "effects were introduced by the shearing process 

several strips were precut from an as-quenched sample. 

These together with another as-quenched sample were sealed 
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in quartz tubes and aged for 125 hours at 7500 c to develop 

the fully ordered stateo FIM images from the precut strips 

and those cut from the sample after aging were identical in 

that neither revealed any evidence of disorder. Any deforma

tion which may have occurred during the shearlng process was . 

therefore conflned to the surface and subsequently removed 

during electropolishlng. 

Thln foils sultable for TEM were prepared by electro

polishlng uslng standard wlndow techniques. FIM tips were 

prepared by the double layer method ln whlch the specimen is 

dipped into a thin layer of electrolyte floating on top of a 

bath of carbon tetrachlorlde. The same electrolyte was used 

for both techniques. The composition of theeleotrolyte as 

well asthep~llshlng oondltions are listed in Table I. 

3~4 Electron Mlcroscope Teohniques 

A Slemens lA electron microscope operated at 100kv.was 

used to make all TEM observatlons. Til tlng and contrast 

experiments were performedw1th the aid of a Valdre type 

double tl1ting stage. Magnlflcatlons were calibrated by 

taklng a serles of micrographs of a calibrated replica grid 

at various settings of the objeotive lens. Errors in 

magnification were minimized by taklng all mlorographs at 

the same intermediate and projector lens settings and using 

the Sam~ specimen holder throughout the studyo 

.1; .1 
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Field Ion Miorosoopy 

Theprinoiples and teohniques of field ion miorosoopy 

have been extensively reviewed by Muller32 and more reoently 

by Hren and Ranganathan. 33 For the purpose of the present. 

study· it will suffioe to point out that very little progress 

has been made in interpreting FIM images from disordered 

ooncentrated solid solutions. The diffioulty is mainly due 

to the inability to distinguish between different atoms and 

hence·· theirdistri bution in the highly irregular images that 

are obtained. However, suoh detailed information is not 

necessary for the\purpose of the present study whioh is to 

seekevidenoe of ordered domains. Suoh evidence will be 

based mainly on observation of maorosoopic featuressuoh as 

domain boundaries or clustering of well defined planes whose 
"-

distribution and frequenoy of appearanoe have a particular 

orientational dependence. Confidence in the interpretation 

of such effeots in disordered alloys will be based heavily 

on correlating FIM and TEM observations .at various advanced 

stages of ordering where the struotural features are within 

the resolution capabilities of the transmission electron 

microsoope! 

The basic field ion microscope used in this study was 
34 

originally designed by P. Petroff. Several modifications 

were made during the course ot this study. The major changes 
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were: (a) the construction of a new variable temperature 

oryotip designed to operate with liquid helium or cooled 

helium gas. Temperature control was obtained by varying 

the rate of transfer of oooled helium gas. The minimum 

temperature obtainable being approximately l5°K; (b) the 

construotion of a multiple high tension feed-through which 

enabled more than one speclmen to be viewed during each 

experimental run; and (c) the construotion ·of a stainless 

steel viewing port utilizing a ~ inoh diameter fiber optic 

plate for the output screen. This allowed FIM images to be 

obtained by direct contaot photographio recording on 4 x 5 

sheet film • 
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TABLE I 

Eleotrolytic Solution for Ni4Mo 

Perchlorio Aoid 

Ethyl Glycol 

Hydrofluorio Acid 

Distilled Water 

Polishing Conditions 

Temperature: 

Voltage: 

_15°C 

11 volts 

16cc 

132co 

16co 

9cc 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

4.1 Transmission Electron Diffraction and Microscopy 

The preliminary aspects of the TEM portion of this 

study were conoerned with establishing an overall view of 

the kinetics of the ordering reaction over a range of 

temperatures. The aging temperatures finally chosen for 

detailed study were 6500 0 and 750°0. The former was used 
21 

by Spruiell and Stansbury in their diffuse x-ray 

scattering studies of SRO in Ni4Mo and the latter by 
. 26 
LeFevre and Newman in their FIM study of Ni4Mo. 

4.1.1 As-Quenched Alloys 

Fig. 6a is the ro02J fcc diffraction pattern obtained 

from an alloy which had been held at 11000 0 for J hours 

prior to quenching into iced brlne. In agreement with the 

x-ray results of Spruiell and Stansbury, SHO maxima are 

observed at all equivalent 1tO positions of the fcc 

reciprocal lattice. The asymmetry in the intenSity distri

bution of the {200} fundamental reflections is also in 

agreement with their x-ray work. They attribute the higher 

intenSity on the low angle side of the {200t reflections to 

a size effect, in this case indioating that Mo atoms have a 

larger diameter in solution than Ni atoms. Fig. 6ai& also 

similar to the <002> eleotron diffraction patterns of AuJor 



reported by Tanner. 22 However, their' patterns were obtained 

at 8000c almost 5000C above the oritioal ordering temperature 

for AU3Cr, so that the lio SHO maxima were quite broad 

oompared to those in Fig. 6a. 

Fig. 6b is the [121Jfoc diffraot10n pattern of the same 

alloy. Again SHO maxima are observed at liO pos1t10ns. 

However, it also exhibits a qu1te unexpected feature of 

the presence of very weak intensity maxima near but not 

exactly at the equ11ibr1um angular positions oorresponding 

to superlattioe reflect10ns of the fully ordered N14Mo. 

These intens1ty maxima are not d1reotly observable on the 

fluoresoent soreen in the m1oroscope viewing chamber. In 

fact, they are generally not discernible even on the orig1nal 

photographic plates and were discovered acc1dentally on 

m1orophotometer traoes dur1ng attempts to measure the 

1ntens1t1esof the SHO max1ma. 

In due oourse 1t was found that the optimum conditions 

for observ1ng these weak max1ma were to defocus the second 

condenser lens to the p01nt where the diffract10n pattern 

was just barely visible and then exposing for t1mes between 

land2 m1nutes. Fig. 6b is a reproduct10nof the best of 

many original photographic plates obtained during this study. 

The microphotometertracing obtained from· the original plate 

is shown in Fig. 7. The weak intensity maxima near the 
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220and)jo bct superlattice positions are clearly detectable 

while those near the 110 and 4~0 positions are all but 

obscured by the neighboring lio SHO intensity peak. These 

weak intensity maxima were not observed on the <002> 

diffraotion patterns. This is not surprising however, sinoe 

in this particular orientation they would all lie very olose 

to and hence obscured by one of the lio SHO maxima. As 
. I 

indioated in Fig. 7, the weak maxima are readily detectable 

only when their neighboring SHO maxima does not lie on the 

refleoting sphere. This will occur only for certain favor

able orientations and the most favorable of all would be one 

where only superlattice reflections lie on the reflecting 
. - * . sphere. Fig. 40 shows that the (l)O)f 1s one of these and . cc 

the aotual ri)oJ fCO diffraction pattern (Fig. 60) shows 

quite clearly weak intensity maxima near all superlattioe 

positions. 

To the author's knowledge, the existenoe of weak 

intensity maxima near superlattice reflections in as-quenched 

Ni4Mo has not been prev10usly reported. This is obviously 

due in part to the weakness of these partioular max1ma but 

more l1kely due to the fact that past diffuse scatter1ng 

stud1es for this alloy have been confined almost exolusively 

* to the. (002)foc reciprooal lattice section. As . just pointed 

out, this partioular orientation is the leastoonvenlent one 
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of all· for such purposes" The existence of weak intensity 

near superlattice positions is quite significant since their 

apparent absence in past studies have. been one of the reasons 

for arguing against the microdomain model of SHO. The 

present observations however show that some form of domain 

structure exists in the as-quenched alloys. 

This would appear to be in agreement with the conclu

sions of Ruedl 24 who, though apparentlym1ssed detecting 

these weak maxima, did report observing a fine "domain

structure in. dark field images of lio SHO reflectionso We 

were therefore surprised when after many repeated attempts 

we were unable to confirm his results. Figs.. 8a and8b are 

bright and dark.field images obtained from a [12l1 fcc foil. 

The dark field image obtained with a l~O SHO reflection 

does not reveal the sharp dotted structure reported by Ruedl. 

Moreover, the images remain unchanged if one uses the weak 

intensity maxima near the· (2~O) bct superlattice position. 

4.1.2 Alloys Aged at 7500 C 

The ordering reaction at 7500 c is extremely fast. 

Alloys aged at this temperature reach a fairly advanced 

stage of order by at least 5 seconds, the shortest aging 

time used for thi~ series of experiments. As shown in 

Fig. 9a, well defined superlatt1ce reflections are observed 

though slightly elongated in <2l0~fcc directions. Also, 
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relatively weak intensity peaks are still observed near the 

lio positions. The diffraction pattern is a composite of 

diffraction patterns from domains possessing two of the 'six 

possible orientational variants. In this case, the two 

domains have c-axes which are at 900 to one another. Fig. 9b 

is a dark field image showing one of the two sets of twins. 

Figs. 9c-9f are bright field images using various 

fundamental reflections from a [1101fcc foil. The striated 

structure is similar to the type of diffraction contrast· 

characteristic of alloys containing a large volume fraction 

of coherent precipitates.~5,J6~J7 Similar striations have 

recently been observed during the very early stages of 

decompos1tion in CU-Ni-Fe alloys.J8,J9 In the case of Ni4Mo 

the number and direct10n of the str1ae depend on the operating 

reflect10n in a manner similar to those observed during the 
. 40 

initial stages of decomposition in CU-Be. . After 10 seconds 

of aging the d1ffraction pattern shown in F1g. lOa exhibits 

weak,double diffraction spots arising from twin boundaries 

between domains. Hence, at thiS stage of the ordering 

react10n the doma1ns are already touch1ng. At more advanced 

. stages of order where the domains are suffioiently large, 

the double diffraction spots can be used quite effeot1vely 

to image the twin boundaries themselves. 

Further 1sothermal treatment (Fig. 11) results in a 

uniform. mosaio substruoture oomprised of prism-shaped 900 
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domains bounded by interfaces lying parallel to matrix. planes 

of the form {llO}fcc. Each of these 900 twins are themselves '( 

comprised of antiparallel twins. In turn, the latter exhibits 

I translational antiphase boundaries. Henoe, the domain 

struoture . consists of an assembly of transformation twins as 

described in Section 2. The dark,field1mages b,c and d 

were obtained using superlattice refleotions 2, 3 and 4 in 

Figs. 3 and 4. 

".'" 

4.1.3 Alloys Aged at 6500
C 

Upon aging at 6500 c the weak intensity maxima gradually 

sharpen and "move" into the equilibrium angular positions 

for the N14Mo superlattice pOSitions. Simultaneously the 

lio'SRO spots weaken and eventually disappear, resulting 

after long aging times in diffraotion'patterns similar to 

FigS. 9a and lOa. The most unusual and interesting changes 

in diffraction effeots however oocurred during the first 10 

minutes of aging. These changes are shown in Figs. l2a-12d. 

After 5 minutes of aging the weak intenSity maxima near 

the superlattioe reflections are clearly detectable without 

the aid of a microphotometer. They appear in Fig. l2b as 

diffuse satellites about the lio position in an I0021f . cc 
diffraction pattern and are streaked in direotions parallel 

to <420>fcc' direotions. In (l21J fcc patterns (Fig. l2a) 

the satellites near altO SRO maxima are broader and more 
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intense than those away from such position. The effect is 

even more pronounced after 10 minutes of aging (Fig. l2c). 

This asymmetry is not observed in <002~fco diffraction 

patterns.· This rather unusual 1ntensity distr1but10n can 

be explained if the set of satellites about a lio sao maxima 

have a paddle-like shape shown 1n F1g.l3. . Each broad flat 

face is normal to a <002~f d1rection and these are the . co 

sect10ns observed 1n <002'>f diffraction patterns. cc 
Referring aga1n to F1g. 3, it is apparent that 1n a r12l1 fcc 
or1entat10n, the reflecting sphere will cut through the 

satel11te at the sect10ns A and B. Section A corresponds to 

satellites near lio and 330 bct superlatt1ce pos1t10ns, i.e., 

to those which appear to emanate from a lio sao spot. 

SectlonB corresponds to satellites near 220 and4ij.o 'Oct 

pos1tions whose ~e1ghboring lio spot lies off the reflecting 

sphere. 

The elongat10n of the satellites in the <2l0>fcc 

directions 1nd1cate ordered doma1ns may have a plate or 

d1sc-like shape lying on {420}fcc planes. This would be 

compatible with the layered structure of the fully ordered 

N14MO strUcture discussed in Sect10n 2. There we showed 

that ordered doma1ns with the proper twin orientation 
. , 

relat1ve to the matrix w1ll have one of four special planes 

corresponding to the most prom1nent bct superlatt10e planes, 
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lying parallel toone of the 12 matrix planes of the form. 

{420}fcc. This type of plate-like morphology has in fact 
13 11 

been reported in Co-Pt and CU-Au alloys at the 50-50 

composition. In these alloys superlattice planes are also 

layered in which alternating planes conta1n atoms of one 

type orily. The most prom1nent superlatt1ce plane is the 

(002); this 1s also the obse'rved habit planes for the plate

shaped doma1ns. 

However, the diffract10n patterns of N14Mo exhibit 

certain distinctive features during this stage of'order1ng 

which are not compatible with a simpleplate-l.ike morphol.ogy. 

The patterns show a definite asymmetry in that reflections 

which would normally arise from domains of a part 1cular 

or1eritat ional var1ant are not elongated in the same ~ 420).fcc 

direct1ons. This is most pronounced in '(002) d1ffraction 

patterns. A discussion of this observation however will be 

postponed until Section 5. where its full implicat10n will 

be explored in detail. 

At the present time it w11l. suffice to ment10n that 

evidence for pl.ate-like dom.ains cannot be obtained by direct 

observation 1n dark fiel.d images using either the l~O sao 

spots or its satellites. Fig. 14c is a dark field image 

using a fundamental reflection of an alloy aged 10 minutes. 

It exhibits the same type of striated structure observed at 
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higher aging temperatures. A dark f1eld image us~ng a lio 
, 

SRO spot (F1g. l4d) reveals a f1ne dotted structure very 

s1m11ar to those reported by Ruedl. Fig. 120 shows that 

the satel11tes overlap at the lio posit1ons, hence, those 

near the lio bctsuperlatt10e pos1t1onscontr1bute strongly 

to the d1ffract1oncontrast shown 1n F1g. l4d. In fact, 

the1mage rema1ns essent1ally unchanged when 1solated 

satellites near the 220 bet pos1t1ons are used. From suoh 

m1crographsalone 1t 1s not poss1ble to determ1ne the shape 

of the doma1n. 

The s1tuat1on is worse: for shorter ag1ng t1mes. In 

fact, after 5 m1nutes of ag1ng the domains are not d1rectly 

observable 1n dark 'f1eld images using either lio SRO spots 

or anyof1ts satellites (F1g. l4b). However, the striated 

structure though comparat1vely weak 1s st1ll observed 

espec1ally near bend contours (F1g. l4a). 

4.1.4 Summary of TEM Results 

(a) The most s1gn1f1cant result of th1s port1on of the 

study 1s the detect10n of very weak d1ffuse satellites 1n 

as-quenched alloys near the superlatt1ce pos1tions of the 

N14Mo structure. This alone is very strong ev1dence that 

some form of .domainstructure exists 1n the disordered alloy. 

These satellites are observable only1n certa1n favorable 

or1entat1ons. The least favorable of all 1s the (002) wh10h 
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explains why the satellites might not have been observed 

1n earlier studies. 

(b) At 7500C the ordering reaction 1s essentially 

complete within 5 to 10 seconds of aging. Dark field 
_ . i 

images using superlattice reflect10ns reveal a very h1gh 

density of tiny ordered domains. By 10 seconds double 

diffraction spots appear in ~l diffraction patterns 

1nd1cating that at this stage of order1ng the domains are 

1n contact. 

(6) At 6.$00c the growth of satel11tes into super

. lattice reflections·occurs at the expense of the lio SHO 

spots. During the very early stages there is an ~symmetry 

in the d1rection of streaking which is incompatible with 

a simple shape-transform effect of plate-shaped domains. 

Cd) In as-quenched alloys or in alloys aged 5 minutes 

at 6500C,tiny, highly ordered domains were not directly 

resolved 1n dark field images using a lio sao spot or any 

of its satellites. A very high density of tiny bright dots 

were observed however in alloys aged for 10 m1nutes at 6500 C. 

These dark field 1mages are very sim1lar in appearanoe to 

the "domains" reported by Ruedl in his as-quenched alloy. 

":'" 
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4.2 . Field Ion Microscopy 

Since at 7500 C the ordering reaotion was essentially 

complete within 5 to 10 seconds, the critical stages in 
, 

I 

the transition from the disordered to the ordered state 

oould not be studied. The samples studied by TEM were 

therefore used primarily for the purpose of correlating 

FIM images with TEM micrographs. The co~relation was then 

used as the basis for interpreting FIM images during the 

critical stages of the 6500 c aging treatment and those 

obtained from as-quenched alloys. 

·4.2.1 Alloys Aged at 7500 C 

Fig. 15 is an (002) stereographic projection showing 

the symmetry of a Type I bct structure and its orientation 

relatl-ve to the reference fcc lattice •. The crosses· are the 

locations of the fcc poles of the form <420>. 

For reference purposes, an FIM image of a fully ordered 

alloy is shown in Fig. 16. The image consists essentially 

of a single domain. As discussed in Section 2, the most 

prominent plane in the image is the (liO)bct or (420)fcc. 

The second most prominent planes are the {loilbct and 

{Oll}bct which are located near the other~· 204") matrix poles. 

In Section 2 we showed that if tiny domains are present, 

then by focusing attention on one of the <420~ type matrix 

poles we should during a field evaporation sequence, 
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periodically observe well defined planes corresponding to 

one of the 4 most prominent super1attice planes: (420 or 

240) for·a Type I structure or a (420 or 240) for a Type II 

struoture. This was readily verified in all alloys aged 

at 750oC. 

Figs. 17a-17dwere obtained during afield evaporation 

sequence of.an alloy aged 1 hour. (The specimen was 

prepared from the same sample as that shown in Fig. 11). 

Between. Figs. 17a and 17c, some 67 (002) planes have been 

removed. Initially (Fig. l7a) no prominent plane is visible 

in the vicinity of the (204J pole lying in the 111-002-111 

triangle. Upon field evaporating two domains emerge with 

large prominent planes whose rings are centered on the [2041 

pole (Fig. l7b). Finally, after further field evaporation. 

only one of the domains remain and as shown in Fig. 17c, 

its prominent plane is being intersected by a translational 

antiphase boundary. During the total field evaporation 

sequence, in whioh some 300 (002) planes were removed, many 

prominent planes were also observed to appear and disappear 

near other<420~ matrix poles. The domain boundaries them

selves can be brought out with striking olarity by multiple 

exposing while slowly field evaporating 3 to 5 surface layers. 

(Fig. l7d). By use of these two imaging techniques during 

field evaporation sequenoes, it was found that domains have 
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very irregular shapes and that domains having the same 

orientation relative to the matrix tend to cluster in 

groups of two or three. This, however, is not surprising 

since Fig. 11 shows that' at this stage of ordering the 

substructure consists of an assembly of 900 twins. Each 

twin in turn is comprised of a cluster of ant1parallel twins 

and it is these which are being observed in the FIM image. 

The same procedure was used to examine alloys aged for 

10 seconds at 7500 0. At this earlier stage of ordering the 

bct syllimetry is totally disrupted by thet1ny domains. The 

overall symmetry of theFIM image'1s fcc. However, as shown 

in Fig. 18, there is still a strong tendency for the most 

prominent plane to occur in the immediate vicinity of the 

<420> matrix poles. 

The results of the present study of alloys aged at 7500 C 

is not in agreement with the FIM results of LeFevre and 
, 26 0 

Newman. These workers concluded that alloys aged at 750 0 

remain disordered up to at least 5 minutes and that ordering 

is essellt1ally complete only after 15 minutes. Our own 

results show that ordering is essentially complete with~n 5 

to 10 seconds of aging. This is surprising since their FIM 

images of as-quenched alloys are very similar to our own. 

This discrepancy could arise for a number of different 

reasons. ' First of all, different quenching temperatures were 
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used.and hence, the 1n1t1al quenched-1n degree of order 

oould have been d1fferent. However, we do not be11eve that 

th1s 1sthe major reason for the d1screpancy s1nce as po1nted 

out ear11er, the FIM 1mages of the1r as-quenohed alloy are 

very s 1m11ar to our own. 

We believe that the major source of the d1,screpancy l1es 

1n the method of aging. Dur1ng the ag1ng treatment, LeFevre's 

FIM speo1mens were wrapped in Ta foils and enoapsulated in 

quartz tub1ngs. In the present study speoimens were placed 

in direct contact with the ag1ng bath. Having tried both 

methods ·during the early phase of .this study, we found that 

the heating rate was muoh faster with the salt bath method 

and was therefore the one finally ohosenfor this study. 

. 0 
4.2~2. Alloys Aged at 650 C 

PIM .. 1mages of alloys aged 10 m1nutes or less showed 

only fcc symmetry. The mostprom1nent planes are the tlllt 

and 12001. Figs. 19a-19c are typ1cal examples of the m1cro

struoture of alloys aged for 10 and 5 minutes. After 10 

mfnutes of aging the tendency for clustering of well defined 

planes about the <420> matrix poles 1s readily apparent 

(F1g. 19a). 

Although indiv1dual domains 1n alloys aged only 5 m1nutes 

were not resolved in electron m1orographs (Fig. 14b), the 

strong olustering tendenoy of bright, well defined planes 

• 
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or groups of atoms about the <420~ matrix poles (Figs.19b 

and 190)1S direot evidence of domains or ordered particles 

having the unique distribution desoribed in Sect10n 2.· In 

Figs. 19band 19c, the local tip radius r, as determined by 
o 

ring oounts between the (002) and {0241 poles is about 920A. 

The·diameter of the first (002) ring can then be estimated 
. . . v'Q"::A 28 0 

from the equation %kJ."" 8rdhkl • For r 1:11 920A, 
o 

D002 ,.., .100A. Using this value as a standard of reference, 

the "diameter" of any well def1ned plane ooourring in the 

region of the (204J, [024J, [0241 and (204) poles can be 

estimated. For example, the well defined plane at. the r0241 
. 0 

pole in Fig. 19b is about 30A •. From 50 such measurements 

the "diameter" was found to vary from a minimUm of about 
o. Q 0 

15A to a maximum of 115A with a mean lying around 20A. No 

great faith, however, is placed in this mean value since it 

depended strongly on what one oonsiders as a well defined 

plane. 

The thickness of the well defined planes, however, was 

relatively constant. By use of pulse field evaporation 
;4 

techniques the "th1ckness" was found to be only one or 

two layers. Generally, the planes came off as a group. 
-For example, the entire group of atoms at the (024) pole in 

F1g.19b was removed as a whole by a single pulse and can no 

longer be observed in Fig. 190. However, by suitable ohOice 
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of pulse height and width, the group of atoms can occasionally 

be field evaporated one atom at a time. Unfortunately, the 

"correct" pulse height and width varies with the initial size 

of the plane and for this reason only a few well defined 
I 

planes were successfully analyzed in each specimen. When 

liquid helium is used as a specimen coolant, the bright 

planes are stable only for about 10 minutes or less. After 

this period of time they generally field evaporate as a whole. 

Since ,even for the fastest commercial. films available typlcal 

exposuretlmes required for ,each FIM lmage is about 5 to 10 

minutes. Therefore, the photographlc recording of the actual 

slngle-atom field evaporatlon process will eventually require 

some form of image intenslflcation. 

"4.2. :3 As-Quenched Alloys 

In as-quenched alloys, the tendency for clusterlng of 

well defined groups of atoms about the <420> matrix poles 

is not as pronounced as in the aged alloys. Moreover, the 

effect was found to be temperature dependent. Figs. 20a and 

20'0 show the microstructure of an as-quenched alloy observed 

during a fleld evaporation sequence when liquid helium was 

used as a specimen coolant. Field evaporation occurs 

relatively uniformly over the specimen surface and the 

apparent clustering tendency is very weak. Howev,er, when 

liquid nitrogen is used as a specimen coolant field 
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evaporation beoomes very non-uniform. Certain olusters 

are found to be relatively- stable in that surrounding 

regions field evaporate at slightly lower fields. These 

olusters therefore protrude looally and thus aot as more 

effeotive emission oenters than their surrounding material 

(Fig. 200). Although there is still a tendenoy for these 

groups of atoms to lie in the vioinity of the <420> poles, 

the effeot is not as pronounoed as in aged alloys. However, 

as ·in the oase of aged alloys these bright groups of atoms 

were also found by pulse field evaporation teohnique to be 

only one. or two layers thiok. 

4.2.4 Fluctuations in Degree of Order of As-Quenohed 
Alloys 

The liquid helium cooled speoimen exhibits quite 

another form of domaIn struoture. During field evaporation 

sequences ·it was found. that the degree of regularity of the 

fundamental planes themselves vary with depth. Examples of 

this are shown in Figs. 20a and 20b for the (002) plane.' 

However, the ohange is quite gradual showing that the degree 

of order is fluotuating. The justifioation for using these 

fluctuations as evidence of a diffuse domain struoture is 

that there is an apparent orientational juxtapositioning of 

these fluotuations. For example in Fig. 20a an interfaoe 

oocurs at region A across whioh the rings do not matoh. 

The interface ls·not a grain boundary sinoe all the fundamental 
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poles are in their correct angular positions. Such boundaries 

are quite numerous though not easily det.ectable by the 

inexperienced eye. 

Since the image inFigs.20a and 20b corresponds to a . , 
i 

single crystal, the boundaries must be associated with 

fluctuations in the degree of order, that is they are order

defined boundaries. Apparently the local degree of order at 

A in Fig. 20a: is sufficiently large for a boundary to have 

meaning. Also, the mismatch of the rings across the boundary 

indicates that the orientation of the domains on either side 

of the interface are not quite the same. These rather 

diffuse boundaries are diff1cult to trace 1n three dimensions. 

They fade rapidly both laterally and with depth. At best , 

they can be followed for only 2 or 3 consecutive layers 

during field evaporation sequences. The fact· that the 

boundary rapidly fades could be explained if the degree of 

order rapidly decreases in surrounding regions. In fact, 

if such fluctuations represent real1ty then it 1s possible 

for a boundary not only to fade but actually terminate 

itself if by chance 1t enters a region where the local degree 

of order happens to be zero. 
41 

Recently Okamoto and Tong have used computer s1mula-

tion techniques to show that all three types of boundaries 

observed in ordered Ni4Mo can be made to disappear if the 
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degreepforder varies from unity to zero along the boundaries; 

the rate of disappearance depends on the type of function 

specifying the degree of order as a function of distance. A 

variety of fun~tions were used and it was found that the 
I 

boundary disappears long before the degree of order reaches 

absolute zero. Consequently, when the degree of order is low 

initially-as is the case in the as-quenched alloy, order

defined boundaries will be very difficult to observe when the 

amplitude of the fluctuation is small. 

We believe the origin of the fluctuation in the degree 

of order lies in small fluctuations in composition since such 

fluctuations are very likely to occur on the scale of observa

tion with which we are concerned. 

4.2.5 Summary of FUI Results 

(a) ·A strong tendency for clustering of well defined 

planes about the <420> fcc poles is observed in all aged 

alloys even for those in which ordered domains were not 

directly resolved using TEM techniques. This observation 

is direot evidence of the existence of small regions 

possessing some form of composition variation normal to 

the {420} planes. The orientational dependenoe of the 

distribution of these regions is in agreement with those 

pred10ted in Seotion 2. 

(0) In as-quenohed alloys the tendency for oluster1ng 
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( 

though still present is comparatively weak. Fluctuations 

in degree of order has been observed in the form of diffuse 

domain boundaries which can be interpreted as evidence for 

a kind of nebulous domain structure. The fluctuations in 

; degree of order is believed to be associated with small 

fluctuations in composition. 

." 
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5~ DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The major oono1usion of the present study is that some 

form of domain struoture exists in as-quenohed N14Mo. 

However,there is still the question as to whether it also 

'exists iil the equilibrium disordered state above the oritioal 

ordering temperature. The similarity between the results of 

Tanner22 (high temperature <002> diffraotion patterns) and 

our own shows that the quenohing process used in the present 

study retained the more signifioant features of the equilib

iriumdisordered state. Therefore, the deteotion of very weak 

satellites near super1attioe positions in <121> and <130> 

diffraction patterns suggests very strongly that even above 

theor1tical temperature small regions exist whioh have 

atomioarrangements similar to the LRO struoture of Ni4Mo. 

FIM images of the as-quenched alloy show that the 

ordered regions are not well def1ned and are more aptly 

desoribed as f1uotuations 1n the 100al degree of order. 

The faot that the f1uotuations exh1bit a k1nd of or1entational 

juxtapos1t1oning result1ng in looalizedinterfaoes allows us 

to retain the oonoept of a domain struoture. Moreover, 1t is 

not surpris1ng that e1eotron dark field images fa11 to resolve 

thesef1uotuat1ons. If the form of oomposition variation is 

not ex.actly the same 1n all regions, then the observed 

sate111te 1ntens1ty d1stribution would be oompr1sed of 
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contr1butions from each distinct type of region. A dark 

field image using a satellite or its neighbor1ng l~O SRO 

spot would therefore not resolve distinct sets of well 

def1nedordered particles but all regions wh1ch have some 

. "degree of order". When the "degree of order" is low as in 

as-quenched alloys the dark field image should exhib1t weak 

intensity variations which may not be sufficiently large to 

be detectable above background. Sharp bright spots corre

spondingto well defined ordered domains or particles would 

.not be. expected untll the degree of order attains a certa1n 

level within the part1cles. 

ObvlouSly, the "degree of order" must be related to 

the form of the composition fluctuat1on, therefore, variations 

in the latter during the very early stages also imply that the 

"ordered" structure with1n the different regions need not 

necessarily be exactly the same during th1s crit1cal period. 

The fluctuations however must account for the lio SRO peaks 

and the peculiar asymmetrical streaking of the satellites 

intensity distribut10n which develop during the very early 

stages of ordering at 650°C. These questions will now be 

investigated in detail. 

5.IAsymmetry in Satellite Streaking 

The FIM images of alloys aged at 650°C for 10 minutes 
I 

or less suggest that the domains may have a plate-like shape 
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with habit planes of the form f420~. However, as pOinted 

out in Section 4.1.3, this part1cular morphology is not 

compatlble with the asymmetrical streaking of the diffuse 

satellites which appear near superlattic~positions during 

this critical stage of ordering. Th1s is read1ly apparent 

ifoneoonsiders the (0021 pattern in F1g.4a. If the 

doma1ns are large, then doma1ns with a Type I structure 

would give rise to sharp superlattlce reflections represented 

by the white c1rcles, while domains with a Type II structure 

would give rise to those represented by the black circles. 

If all the domains were plate-shaped,then the habit 

plane for Type I domains would be (420) or (240). Each 

plate-11kedomalh should produce shape-factor streaking 

normal to its own habit plane. r1oreover, s1nce layering on 

(420) and (240) results in the same Type I structure, the 

central maxima of the streaks should coincide at all the 

white circles. Therefore, each white circle should be 

"spiked" in the <420> and <240> directions. Similarly, 
-each black circle should be "spiked" in the <420> and <240> 

directions as shown in Fig. 21a. The important point is 

that all superlattice reflections associated with a particular 

orientational variant should exhibit the same symmetry as far 

as streaking is concerned. 

This is not what is observed in aotual <002> patterns. 

As shown schematically in Fig. 21b, the expected symmetry 1s 
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absent. The actual <002> diffraction patterns can no 

longer be considered as a mere superposition of reflections 

from only two types of structures but rather from four 

distinct.structures, each giving rise to an <002> pattern 

of the type shown in Fig. 21c. 

This. peculiar asymmetry can only be explained if the 

layering operation normal to the (420) and (240) planes are 

not physically equivalent. According to Fig. 2a, this means 

the layering sequence cannot be the same as. that for a 

perfectly ordered Ni4I1o structure. The same argument applies 

for layering normal to the (420) and (240) planes. In fact, 

during this critical stage of ordering, the non-equivalency 

of these pairs of planes with respect to layering will 

require new LROparameters. 

5.2 The Meaning of the LRO Parameter S 

The Bragg-Williams long range order parameter S used in 

the structure faotor calculation on page 10 of Section 2 

must be defined relative to a particular structure. In the 

case of fully ordered Ni4Mo, the structure is usually regarded 

in term.s of 2 in~erpenetrating bct sublattices, one with a 

single Ho atom per lattice point, the other consisting of 

four equivalent bct sublattices each containing a single Ni 

atom per lattice pOint. If we designate the two sublattices 

as a and fJ , respectively, then 

/ 

.. 
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s = (PMoa- PMO/3 ) = (PNif3- PNia ) 

where PHo a = fraction of a sites occupied by Mo atoms 

PMO,B = fraction o'f ,B sites occupied by Mo atoms 

PNi,B = fraction of ,B sites occupied by Ni atoms 

P!'Ua = fraction of a sites occupied by Ni atoms 

Since the occupational parameters are directly related 

to theMo concentration of each sublattice, S can also be 

interpreted in terms of composition fluctuations normal to 

the (420) or (240) planes. Referring again to Fig. 2a, it 

is apparent that in order to generate a Type I structure, 

every f1fth plane must contain a s1tes only, the inter

vening four must conta1nonly ,B sites. This 1s shown 

schemat1cally 1n Fig. 22a. To obta1n the perfectly ordered 

structure, the composition flUctuation must have the form 

shown 1n.Fig. 22b. For a part1allylong range ordered alloy, 

it must have the form shown in Fig. 22c. The composition 

fluctuations, in these figures simply'represent the distribu-

tion of Mo atoms on the two sUblattices. The important 

point is that 1n order to use S as defined above, the 

composition of Mo atoms on the n,B -planes" must be constant 

otherwise the four ,B sUblattices can no longer be regarded 

I" 

I 
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as equivalent. For a sinusoidal composition fluctuation 

suoh as that shown in Fig. 22d, where the period is 5 

(420) atomic planes, there will be two non-equivalent' 

sublattices: . 131 and 13 2 - Each will require its own 

occupation parameter PMo f3l and PMo f3 2 and hence, two 

LRO parameters w1ll be required to specify the degree 

of ord~r. 

Although the new order parameters will still be 

defined relative to the bct lattice, the equivalency of 

the (420) and (240) planes with respect to the fluctu

ations like that shown in Fig. 22d will be lost. v1ithin 

a s1ngle domain, fluctuations normal to the (420) planes 

will no longer automatically result in an identical 

fluctuation normal to the (240) or Vice-versa. However, 

such fluctuations can ocour normal to. the (420) planes' 

in one domain and normal to the (240) planes in another 

domain, but ,the structures are not equivalent and must be 

classified as Type IA and Type lB. Similarly, fluctuations 

normal to' (420) and (240) planes result in Type IIA and 

Type lIB structures respeotivelYa 

If; for example, the period of the sinusoidal 

composition fluotuations is less than the 5 (420) 

...•. 
'.;' 
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atomic planes then such fluctuations occurring normal to 

the (420) plane will result in a structure which is no 

longer based on the bct lattice. The small rectangular 

unit cells shown in Fig. 21c show however, that if the 

period happens to .be exactly 4 (420) atomic planes the 

resulting structure is such that within a single domain 

the (420 ) and. (420) become equivalent 1'11 th respect to 

such fluctuations. Similar arguments apply to the (240) 

-and (240). 

5.3 The Mechanism of Ordering in Ni4Ho 

By this time it will not have escaped the reader that 

in our attempt to develop a physical model of the ordering 

mechanism in terms of layering or more aptly composition 

fluctuations on a microscopic scale, we lose in the process 

the concept·of a well defined LRO structure. In order to 

restore some perspective we will now summarize the key 

results. In so dOing, we will give up entirely the concept 

of an ordered structure and state the results in terms of 

composition fluctuations occurring normal to {420} planes 

of the reference fcc lattice. 

Above the so-called critical ordering temperature we 

believe composition fluctuations exist everywhere on a 

microscopic scale. In a particular region the fluctuations 

'il 
i 
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occur normal to one of the 12 {420} planes. The composition 

fluctuation is composed of two kinds of composition waves 

which we will refer to as the SRO and LRO components. The 

SROcomponent has a wavelength of 4d and the LRO component 

a wavelength of Sd, where d is the 1nterplanar spacing of 

the {420} planes. 

As far as d1ffraction effects are conoerned, the SRO 

component gives rise to satellites at the lio positions in 

reciprocal space, while the LRO components give rise to the 

diffuse satellites near superlattice positions. The relative 

intenf~it1es of the two kinds of satellites willdeperid on 

the relative amplitude of SHO and LRO components of the 

composition fluctuation. The ordering reaction can then be 

described in terms of the change in relative amplitudes of 

the two components with aging time. Initially the SRO 

component dominates giving rise to strong satellites at 

the lio position. The weaker LRO component- gives rise to 

the diffuse satellites near superlattice positions. Towards 

the. end of the reaction the LRO component dominate.s giving 

rise to sharp superlattice reflections. Somewhere in 

between the two components will be of equal strength and 

will give rise to an asymmetrical streaking of the diffuse 

satellites. The concept of ordered domains or particles is 

retained only through the result of interference between the 

SRO' and LRO components. 
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Therelat1onsh1p bet\'Jeen compos1 tion fluctuations and 

the various satellite reflections is analogous to the "s1de 

band" formation which appear during the init1al stages of 

sp1nodaldecompos1tion. In fact, the lio SRO spots and 

d1ffuse sUperlatt1ce reflections in Fig. 2lc may be 1nter

preted during the initial stages as side bands which 

eventually develop into superlattice reflections. A 

diffraotion model based on these ideas is completely 

developed in Appendix I. 

5.4 Sqalitative Discussion of Satellite Amplitude Spectrum 

In the d1ffraction model derived in Appendix I, there 

are two adjustable parameters which may be used to specify 

the state of order 1n terms of composition waves. They are 

(a) the amplitudes (I-c;) and'~ of the SROand LRO components 

respeotively and (b) the wavelengths of the two components. 

The effect of these parameters on the satellite scattering 

amp11tude spectrum 1s shown in Fig. 24 and F1g. 25. Changes 

in the relat1ve amplitudes of the two components produce a 

change in the relative scattering amplitudes of the satel11tes. 

The transit10n from the SRO to the LBO state can be represented 

by letting € vary from zero to un1 ty. A change in the wave

lengths of the two components results 1n a shift in the 

position of the peak amplitude of the satellites. A slight 

inorease in the wavelength of the SRO oomponent will cause 
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all satellites to shift inward towards their associated 

matrix reflection. On the other hand, a slight decrease in 

the wavelength of the LRO component will cause all satellites 

to shift outward away from their associated matrix reflection. 

The two components interfere and result in the familiar beat 

phenomena. 

In all cases the resultant comp9sition fluctuation is 

represented by a sinusoidal wave modulated with respect to 

amplitude. ·The 

the difference 

the wavelengths 

period of the modulation is proportional to 

( ~ - ---L) where ASRO and ALEO are 
I\SRO ALBO 

of the SRO and LROcomponents, respectively.· 

The "size" of the domain is taken as the distance between 

nodal points which is always one-half the period of the 

modulation. As shown in Figs. 24 and 25, the propagation of 

composition waves within a small region of the alloy would 

produce an array of domains. Within each domain the Mo con

centration fluctuates rapidly, being highest on one or two 

planes near the middle of the domain and decreaSing rapidly 

towards the domain boundary. However,the domain boundary 1s 

not very distinct especially during the very 1n1t1al stages 

of ordering (Fig. 24a). This type of domain structure 1s 

compat1ble with our FIM results. The br1ght well defined planes 

clustering around the <420> poles would oorrespond to the planes 

w1th high Mo conoentration. It is also oonsistent with the 
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observation that the planes appear to be only one or two 

layers "thick". The diffraction model indicates however 

that this may not be a good measure of domain size since 

planes with higher than average Mo concentrations will be 

preferentially imaged over other planes. The actual thickness 

as represented by the diffraction model would be about 20 

.( 420 )atoniicplanes ' (Figs .24 and 25) which corresponds to 

about 16~ for disordered Ni4Mo. 

The model is, of course, a drastic oversimplification. 

We are assuming the composition fluctuation consists of only 

two components. In real1ty, a whole spectrum of wavelengths 

between ASRO and ALRO will be excited, leading to inter

ference effects and hence to doma1ns o Each wavelength 

wouldgi ve rise to its o\<m set of satellites resulting in a 

smearing out of the satellite scattered amplitude spectrum 

as shown in actual diffraction patterns (Fig. 12). If 6k 

is a measure of the width of this spectrum in wave vector 
277 

space, then the domain size will be given by 2SK. Hence, 

the usual method of estimating the size of small particles 

by the breadth of the diffraction spots they produce will 

stll1 be valid for our diffraction model. However, the 

effect is not the same as shape-factor streaking since a 

plate-llke shape 'ls not necessary for the type of broadening 

predlc,ted by the model. The sharpening of the satelll tes 

.-, 
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into superlnttice reflections would correspond to a sharpening 

of the Fourier spectrum. of the composition fluctuation, (i.e., 

bk-?O). This simply corresponds to domain growth. When 

this happens the asymmetrical streaking of the satellites 

disappears and we can go back to the original description of; 

the domain structure developed in Section 2. 

5.5 Summary of Discussion 

The diffraction model developed in this thesis relates 

the intensity distribution in reciprocal Space to the Fourier 

spectrum of composition fluctuations in disor~ered (SRO) 

alloys. It therefore provides us with a physical desoription 

of the SEO state in terms of domains which form in small 

regfons of the alloy. The change in the intensity distribution 

which·· occurs during the 1n! t1al stages of ordering provides 

us with a physical description of the structural ohanges . 

which occur during this critical period. The question we 

now ask is whether the interpretation can be applied to 

systems other than Ni4Mo. More specifically, we would like 

to know whether it can be applied to the results of the 

Clapp-Moss statistioal-thermodynamical theory of SRO which 

specifically denies the existence of domains at least in 
20 

disordered Ni4Mo. This will be of oritical importance 

since the beauty of their theory is its ability to prediot 

the intensity distribution from disordered alloys for a great 

many alloy systems. 

t"," 

.. . 
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In the next section we shall reexamine the physical 

signif1cance of the present results in the light of the very 
44 

recent theoretical work of Hilliard's group at Northwestern. 

We will then show hOl'l the latter theory II ..... lhich is essentially 

a "spinodal" approach to order-disorder transformation, can 

be related to the Clapp-Moss statistical-thermodynamic theory 

of SRO.. . This will allow us to reinterpret the predictions of 

the Cl~pp-Moss theory in terms of the diffraction model 

developed in this thes1s. 
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6. RELATION BETWEEN THE SPINODAL APPROACH 
AND THE CLAPP-MOSS THEORY 

The diffraction model derived in Appendix I was originally 

developed for the purpose of explaining the presence of the 
'I . .• , • 

lio SRO maxima and the asymmetrical streaking of the diffuse 

satellites which appear during the early stages of ordering in 

Ni4Mo. ,However, like similar models used to explain side band 
. . 42 43 

formation during spinodal decomposition' it does not 

provide any information as to why transformations give rise 

toa particular kind of scattering. 

The anSi-Ter has now been provided in part by the discrete 

counterpart of Cahn's continuum theory of spinodaldecomposi-
44 

tion recently developed by Cook, deFontaine and Hilliard. 

6.1 Spinodal Approach to O-D Transformations 
. 45 

The basis of Cahn's theory of spinodal decomposition 

is the diffusion equation: 

1nwh1ch fn = (o2f/oc2 ) 
= (dlna/dc) } evaluated at C = Co 

where f is the Helmhotz free energy per unit volume, C 

the atomic fraction of component B, Co the average 

composition, Y a function of the elastic constants, 

Nv the number of atoms per unit volume, a the lattice 

(1 ) 
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parameter, K the gradient energy coefficient and M an 

atomicmob11ity. 

Cahn's continuum for~ulat1on is restricted to composition 
" 

variations with wavelengths long 'compared to atomic spacings 

and i's therefore restricted to systems for which K is posi ti ve. 

If K is negative as in ordering systems, Eq. (1) predicts the 

growth of composition fluctuations withinf1nitely short wave-

lengths. 

This restriction was removed in the treatment by Cook, 

deFontaine and Hilliard. They derived a finite diff,erence 

equation that is the analog of Eq.(l) for the special case 

when ~= O. For the general three dimensional case the 

diffusi6n equation is: 

• ': . . '(' M ~ [f II 2 (K) ~ 2 ( 2 )] 
Cp = 2 2N) ~ lS. y Cp - 2a"a. L- D.~, Ay Cp 

Q. v r r' 
(2) 

where Cp ,1sdefined as the probability, with respect to the 

initial distribut1on, of finding a B atom at site p after 

time interval At. The other parameters have the same 

meanlngasin Cahn's treatment. The summation is taken over 

all nearest neighbor sites about site p and .6~Cp is the 

second difference defined by: 

." 
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During the very early stages of sp1nodal decomposition 

or ordering the amplitude of the compos1 tic.m variations will 

be small. By a.ssuming that under these conditions the 

oompositional dependenoe of fit, K and M can be neglected, 
, , , 

Cook showed that the general solution to Eq. (2) is given by: 

, {l)o«(hJt} l k(lI) .xp 
CpU) = z A (II) e e ' 
" '.' It 

(J) 

wherexp is the vector jOining the origin to site p, k(h) is, 

a wave vector from the orig1n to point (h) in reciprocal 

space,Ao(h) 1s the ampl1tudeof the Fourier component of 

wave vector k(h) at time zero and GX(h) is an amplification 

faotorgiven by: 

(4) 

in whioh 

wherei(r) 1s a veotor Joining site p to a nearest neighbor 

site and the summation is over all nearest neighbor sites. 

The amplification factor determines the rate of growth 

or deoay of a particular Fourier component. For a given 

point (h) in reciprocal space the sign and magnitude of 0( (h) 

depends on the signs and relative magnitudes of f" and K. 
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In ordering systems. where the free energy versus composition 

is everywhere concave upward f" is positive. K is propor-
46 

tional to an interaction energy which for ordering systems 
( 

is always negative. 

The relationship between the amplification factor O«h) 

and' the intensity distribution associated with ordering effects 

can be examined by assuming that the atomic scatter1ng factor 

for site p varies in phase with the composition Cp,(see Eq. 

fA.:3) in Appendix I). 

then 

(6 ) 

where fA and fB are the scattering factors for A and B atoms 

and 'fo is the average scattering factor for the system. 

Substitution of Eq. (6) into the usual expression for the 

scattered amp1i tude, F(k) l'le obtain 

__ " rp e-i~. xp F(k) L T 
P . 
~ -i ~.;Zp 

= foL e 
p 

(7 ) 

The first term gives rise to the matrix reflections while the 

second term contains all the information on the modulation 

of the diffuse scatter1ng caused by order1ng effects. The 

sum 1s s1mply the Four1er,transform of Eq. (:3). Hence, the 

.', 
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order part of the scattered. amplitude ca.n be written 

f(~~-::l = (fa-fA)! AOihleClllt..lt"} 
order . 

(8 ) 

where N. is the number of pOints (h) in the first Brillouin 

zone •. Therefore, the intensity is' given by 

2 . 2( 2«lfralt 
F (Ie.!:) == f k.O) e 

order 

'. The intensity associated with ordering effects will 

therefore be a maximum at those points (h) in reciprocal 

space where the amplification factor takes on its absolute 

maximum value. But according to Eq. (4) .this occurs when 

fit + 2KB2 (h) is an absolute minimum (i.e., largest negative 

value). . Since fit > 0 and K <:.. 0 for ordering systems the 

latter occurs when B2(h) attains its absolute maximum value. 

For ·fcc systemsEq. (5) is given by 

B2(h) = ~ [ 1 - j (cosirhlcoslrh2+cosYrhlcos1U"h) + 
a cos'iI h2cos 11 h) ] 

(10 ) 

Therefore, the diffuse intensity associated with order1ng 

effects will attain its maximum value at the pOints (h) = 

(hl,h2,h) 1n rec1procal space where the funct10n 
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attains its absolute minimum value. C(hl,h2 ,h;) is plotted 

in the h; = 0 plan~ in Fig. 26. The plot corresponds to one 

quadrant of the [002] diffraction pattern (Fig. 6a). The 

contour lines are the locus of points for which C(hl,h2,O) 

is a constant. The minimum value of C(hl ,h2 ,O) -is (-1/;) 

at all points of the line between the (100)and lio and all 

crystallographically equivalent points. 

Fig. 24 shows that any composition wave whose wave 

vector ends on the line joining (100) and (liO) will be' 

selected for growth, all others will decay with time. The 

wave vectors ending on the lio points correspond to compo

si tlon Waves, normal to the {420} planes with wavelengths 

equal., to (2T( /kl~-O) or 4d lrlhere d is the interplanar 

spacing of the {420} planes. This is precisely the compo

sition wave used as the SRO component in our own diffraction 

model. 'Fig. 24, however, shows that any other composition 

fluctuation whose wave vector also ends on the (100) - (ItO) 

line "can also be selected for growth. The reason why they 

are not in Ni4Mo will be seen 'after discussion of the Clapp

Moss theory. 

6.2 The Clapp-Moss Theory of SRO 

According to the classical statistical-thermodynamic 

treatment of SRO,; the diffuse intensity due to SHO is given 

by 

order 
(12 ) 
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where 'N is the total number of atoms in the crystal, mA 
and mB are the atom1c fraction of A and B components, 

respect1vely, fA and fB are the atom1cscattering factors 

for A and B atoms, it 1s a wave vector in rec1procal space, 
.' 

D(lmn 1sthe Warren SRO parameter def1ned by 

AI BA 
V\. lmn = 1 _ Po2 1mn 

mB (13 ) 

BA 1n which Po,lmn 1s the probab1lity off1nd1ng an A atom at 

s1te Imn g1venthat aB atom is at the origin. Accord1ng to 

the class1caltreatment, thecond1t1onal pair probab1l1ty 

depends only on the sites lmn and the or1gin. Clapp and Hoss 

in effect claim tha.t the correlation between the two sites 1s 

not d1rect butdepe~ds on the atomic conf1guration between 

the two s1tes. Placing an A atom at s1te lttm will 1n effect 

polarize a particular kind of atomic configuration around the 

site" chosen as orig1n. The probability that a B atom will 

occupy the or1gin will be determ1ned by this polarized atom1c 

conf1guration. Stated somewhat differently, the 1nformat1on 

that an A atom is at site lmn will be transm1tted to the atom 

at the origin through its neighboring atoms at s1tes f.The 

"strength" of the signal received at the origin from a 

particular site f is proportional to the 1nteraction energy 

Vof between that site and the origin. If O(f,lmn is the 

Warren SRO parameter for the sites f and lmn, then the Warren SRO 

Ii 
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parameter for site lmn and the origin is 

(14) 

The interaction energy between t"'10 sites i and j is given by 

(15) 

for ordering systems' Vij is negative. It is assumed to have 

the form 

.' I r . -i ~. l!f Vof = ~. \ V('ffl) e'. dl~ 
(16 ) 

where~f is the vector jOining the origin to site f and the 

integration is taken over one unit cell of the reciprocal 

lattice ,the volume of which is Wk. Eq. (14) is the basis 

of the Clapp and Moss theory of SHO. It waS derived from 

an infinite set of nonlinear equations in the OC1mn,s 

which in general must be solved in some approximate way to 

separate the O!lmn's. The approximations used by Clapp and 

Moss was to neglect certain higher order terms in the 

infinite set of nonlinear equations which in effect limits 

the validity of Eq. (14) to temperatures much higher than 

the critical ordering temperature. 

The set of equations given by Eq. (14) can be 

d1agnolized by introducing Vof and the Fourier transforms 
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of at lmn from Eq. (12). This yields equa.tions in terms 

of Iorder(k) and V(k) which give for any value of k 

I (k) constant 
order = l+2mAmB/lV(k) 

(17) 
1 ' 

wherejJ = kt' 'k is the Bol tzman constant. 

Therefore, according to the Clapp-Moss theory, the diffuse 

intensity associated with ordering effects will have its 

maximum value at those points in reciprocal space where the 

denominator in Eq. (17) attains its absolute minimum value, 

i.e., where the 'Fourier coefficients V(k) attains its 

absolute minimum value. From Eq. (16) V(k) is given by 

i. k-ll 
V(~) = 2.VCf e f 
, -f 

(18 ) 

For cubic crystals there, is for each site f another site at 

-f which has the same value Vof hence the sine terms cancel 

leaving 

For fcc crystals the explicit expression: for V(k) for nearest 

neighbor interactions only is 

V(~);:: 1'2\1. [~( (o5Wh ll (OSW~2. + (OS1t'''. CoS11'~-s 

-t COS Whz. Cos lrh3 1 
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Hence, the diffuse intensity associated with ordering effects 

will attain its maximum value when C(hl h2hJ) attains its 

absolute minimum value. This is precisely the same cond1t1on 

required by the spinodal theory (Eq. (11». Therefore to 

this degree, they are mathematically equivalent. 

However, the equivalence is more than a mathematical 

coinc1dence. Both theories in effect predict that the 

probability of a site being occupied by a B atom will depend 

primarily on the atomic configuration of near neighbor Sites. 

In the·· case of the spinodal theory this effect 1s introduced 

through the concept of a free energy term arising from 

composi tlon variations betl'leen 51 tes. The free energy 

contribution from a particular site p ~lill be proportional 
. . 

to the' square of the concentration grad1ent bet't':een site p 

and its nearest neighbor sites p + r~ i.e., proportional 

to 2. [eIP -Co]2 
r • The proportionality factor is K the 

gradient energy coefficient a.nd plays the same role as Vof ' 

the interaction energy in the Clapp-Moss theory. In both 

theor1es the "polarized" atomic configuration about a site 

p will be such as to minim1ze the total free energy of the 

alloy. When only f1rst nearest neighbor interactions only 

are conSidered both theories predict intensity maxima at 

the same places in reciprocal space. However, the spinodal 

theory retains the concept of doma1ns in the same way as the 

". 
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simple diffraction model developed in this thesis. If K, 

the gradient energy coefficient is retained under the 

summation sign in Eq. (2) the spinodal theory could in 

principle be extended to include interactions beyond first 

nearestneighbors~ 

If we therefore assume that the mathematical and -

physicalequi valence between the t'N'O theories holds also 

up to second nearest neighbors, then the predictions of 

the Cla.pp~I1oss theory which includes higher neighbor inter

actions could be 'interpreted in terms of a propagation of 

composition waves-at least during the very initial stages of 

ordering. 

If the second nearest neighbor interactions are also 

included V(k), the interaction energy in the Clapp-Moss 

theory becomes for fcc crystals, 

(20) 

where C' (hlh2h3 ) ::: 1/3(coS2Whl+cos2li'h2+coS2l1'h3). According 

to. this theqry V(k) is a minimum at all lio positions in the 

fcc reciprocal lattice of disordered Ni4Mo. For suitable 

choices of T in Eq. (17) and V2 and Vl in Eq. (20), Clapp 

and Moss w'ere able to match the experimentally determined 

x-ray intensity contour maps for the [002] reciprocal lattice 

section obtained by SprUiell and Stansbury from as-quenched 

Ni4J'!o. The best match wa.s obta.ined for the values T = 1.05Tc 

'\ 
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and V 2 =0. 300Vl • The agreement 't>J'as qUi te good and as a 

result, Clapp and Moss concluded that the concept of small 

ordered domains is not valid in di sordered Ni4}10. 

The results of the present study based on both electron 
, 

diffraction and field ion microscopy observations provide 

very strong evidence of some form' of ordered domains in 

as..;quenched alloys which have atomic arrangements similar to 

but not exactly that of the long range ordered structure of 

Ni4Mo. In fact, since the physical basis of the Clapp-Moss 

theory and the spinodal theory are very Similar, at least 

during the very initial stages of ordering, we can interpret 

the results of the Clapp-Moss theory in terms of domains. 

In Ni41VIo, V(k) is a minimum at all Ito pOSitions, according 

to the spinodal interpretation, this meanS the composition 

flUctuations receiving maximum amplification -will be those 

occurring normal to the {420} planes having wavelengths 

equal to (2W /kltO ) or 4d420. This is the same composition 

wave that was termed the SRO component in the Simple 

diffraction model developed in this thesis. 

Actual diffraction patterns of 'as-quenched Ni~o and 

the high temperature diffraction patterns of AU3Cr exhibit 

qUite diffuse spots indicating that in real alloys many 

composition waves are excited having a range of k-vectors 

close to, but not exactly equal to klio in reciprocal Space. 

.. 
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Moreover, the presence of very weak diffuse satellites in 

as-quenched Ni4110 indicates the distribution of k-vectors 

about ~io is not symmetrical but extends preferentially 

towards shorter k values near 2~/5d420. Consequently, in 

the disordered alloy the various excited composition waves 

should interfere resulting in "domains" whose size normal 

to the {420} planes is inversely proportional to the 

breadth Ak of the k-spectrum. Since this concept is 

also in agreement with the present FIM observations we 

end this section by concluding that the concept of ordered 

domains is valid in disordered Nil.j.Mo. 
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7. SUHl'1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A parallel transmission electron and field ion 

microscopy study of disordered Ni4Mo and of alloys aged 

for very short times at 7500 C and 65,00c have' shown the 

following: 

fa) .' '. In as-quenched alloys very weak satellites exist 

near superlattice positions corresponding to the LEO 

structure of Ni41110. These satellites are detectable only 

.. in electron diffraction patterns of certain favorable 

orientations and are completely obscured by neighboring 

lio SEO spots in <002> diffraction patterns. 

(b) During the initial stages of ordering at 6500 C 

the satellites develop a peculiar asymmetry in their 

direotion of streaking in various <210> directions. 

Satellites which upon aging eventually develop into super-

lattice reflections corresponding to ordered domains of a 

particular orientation variant are not initial.ly streaked 

in the same <210> direction. 

(c) At 6500 C, tiny ordered domains are directly 

resolved in dark field images using either 1~0 SEO spots 

or its neighboring satellites ou+y after 10 minutes of 

aging. At 7500 C the ordering reaction is essentially 

oomplete within 5 to 10 seconds of aging. 
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(d) .. Field ion images of a.s-quenched and aged alloys 

exhibit clustering of well defined groups of atoms about 

the ~420~ poles of the fcc lattice. The effect is most 

pronounced in aged alloys in which ordered regions are 

directly resolVed by transmission electron microscopy 

techniques. The unique orientational dependence of the 

distribution of the well defined groups of atoms is direct 

evidenoeof tiny ordered regions possessing an atomic 

arrangement in which the Mo 'concentration 1s varying on 

the {420} planes. The Variation 1s similar to, but not 

exactly the same as the LRO structure of Ni4Mo. 

(e) An explanation for the above.' observations 1s 

given in terms of compOSition modulations occurring normal 

to the {420} planes in small regions of the crystal. A 

diffraction model based on this idea explains not only the 

presence of intensity maxima at the 1*0 pOSitions but also 

the presence of the weak satellites near superlattice 

positions. The model is also compatible with theFIM 

observati,ons and suggests that the bright well defined 

groups of atoms represent planes within domains which have 

the highest Mo concentration. The physical basis for the 

diffraction model is given in terms of the recently developed 

spinodal approach to order-disorder transformation. The 

model is also compatible with the Clapp-Moss theory of SRO. 
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The overa.ll results suggest that disordered N14Mo 

consists of tiny regions possessing some form of ordering. 

at least in the as-quenched disordered alloys and possibly 

in the equilibrium di~ordered state above the.crit1cal 

ordering temperature. However, at very high temperatures 

wherediffuslon can take piace easily, such regions may 

have only a temporary existence both in space and in time. 

In this sense, the statistical-thermodynamic view of SRO 

would be correct but there will probably be an equilibrium 

distribution of such regions both in number, size and degree 

of order when all instantaneous distributions are averaged 

over a finite time· interval. This must be the case Since 

the diffraction patterns taken above and below the critical 

orderl~gtempera.ture are very similar. In this sense, the 

microdomain or discrete particle concept of SRO would·have 

some validity even above the critical ordering temperature. 

Upon quenching however a particular distribut,ion will 

be frozen in. In this case the microdomain or discrete 

particle view of SRO must be a more accurate physical 

description than the liquid-like arrangement presented by 

the statlstical..;thermodynamlc viewpoint. 

However\! the present study also indicates that the form 

of ordering within the domains or particles is best described 

in terms of composition fluctuations rather than a specific 

..... '., 
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ordered structure. It has been shown that the latter can 

change during the very initial stages of ordering. On the 

other hand, knowledge of the amplitudes and "Vlavelengths of 

the various components producing the composition fluctuation 

I contain,all the information regarding "structure", domain 

size and the degree of order. Since the average composition 

on the various planes within a typical domain will be known, 

equivaJ.~nt sublattices can be specified and hence the Bragg

Williams LRO parameter, or for that matter the'Warren sao 
parameters, can be calculated • 
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APPENDIX I 

A Diffraction Piodel of Scattering by Composition 
Fluctuations in Ni4Mo 

In thlsappendix a kinematical diffraction model 1s 

developed for scattering from a binary alloy comprised of 

regions or domains which are modulated by composition 

fluctuations. The treatment is based on one developed by 
. 42 v. Daniels and H. Lipson to explain side-band formation 

during the initial stages of spinodal decomposition. He 

shall consid.er only the one dimensional modulated structure 

as it brings out all the essential features of the general 

three dimensional case while greatly simplifying the 

mathematics. 

Amplitude Scattered by·Compositlon·Fluctuations 

Consider a local region of our one dimensional binary 

alloy. Let the region consist of N atomic planes of spacing 

d perpendicular to the direction Of the one dimensional 

composition fluctuation. Let Cp be the atomic fraction of 
th . 

B atoms of the p atomic plane whose position is xp and Co 

be the average composition of the alloy. We assume that the 

composition fluctuation within this local region can be 

described by 

Cp - Co :: (1 - E ) coskSROxp + ~ coskLROXp 
(A.I) 
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where k1s a wave. vector equal to 27r /)).. In exponential 

form 'Eq. (A.l) can be w-ritten: 

, ' i. til" Jl-i k»s""'G l( p 
Co"":"("" ~ ~!D-€)e ~II::Q ((» 3 ( ~ -• - .-;:~ {- 2 D- E.6 e. 

-i~ ~ . ih~ov-
4- ..!. € e IL/ilo P + 2!- € e .... 

Z 2 

(A.2) 

The planar scattering power f of the pth atomic plane is then p 

where fB ,and fA are the atomic scattering factors for B and A 

atoms, respectively. Similarly the planar scattering power fo 

for the whole 'alloy of average composition Co is 

thus 

(A.; ) 

The scattered amplitude from the domain is 

rr::-, ) = ~ C -ZW:~ SXu» 
,II \;s L- "lif' e 

.. ? ' 

IntroducingEq. (A.;) and Eq. (A.2) 1're obtain 

Fes) = fa 2. e.-2NisllW- .. ":/ {i-tE) 2. e-zrriCs+ C:5.Ro/2n)~p 
. p 2 P 

+ "if "a- E '\ "''i" e-2lfii (s- ~s~c/2n)~p 
2' lip 

y1f .... ") el'ii(si" t~l'lO 12~)llp "" ~ -It;;~ (4S.-~L"o/21\)Jlp 
2. Ie L- .. E. E L.e 
?' .<£. 'P 

(A.4) 
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Introducing .xp = p<i, a.nd summing over allN planes we get 

f{s ~ c :SQl'i~ 'Wr;.:Isd e- mfi (liJ-t) 'Sod 
:) - 10 S~n 1'fsd . 

+~(~-E:.) Sllu'uuN(S.- ~s~""J2~)d eifi(",,-,){~- ~S'loJ2i\")d 
San W (S-t~s~/2r;r)d 

.+ ; € ~auT1t"l;\1" N {s-r. t?a..~o!2lN)d e -Hi (iI'!-a)(s+ ~Ulo 12a) d 

SIlr11W( s+ t~lRc 12W) d 

-t- ; E~i'O'll~t'J (s-it"ll.~..:o12J:jlld e-l\1i(t\1-')(S-~Il.~o/2n)d 

Smu-(s_ C\?u:o/2U'ld (A.5) 

The first term.has a maximum value Nfoat values of S where 
", I, 

the denomil'lator vanishes hence simply contributes to the 

matrix reflections at 

S 
n = - = ng, d 

. (n = 0, Zi, ±2, •••• ) 

The remaining terms give rise to two sets of satellites. 

Type I satellites occur at 

S = ng ± k SRO , (n = 0, !1, 12, •••• ) 
2ur 

r1aximum Amplitude = " -Z- N(l -E) 

Type II satellites occur at 

S = ng ± kY..IRO, (n = 0, ±1, %2, •••• ) 
2"oUl" 

Maximum Ampli tude = 'it' 
- Nt:. 

2 
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For the case i,';hen the two com.ponents of the composition 

fluctuation in Eq. (A.l) have the wa.velengths A SRO = 4d 

and lLRO = Sd, then kSRO/2L'lr = (1/4)g and kLRO/2~~ = (l/S)g 

l\"hereg is the reciprocal lattice vector for the pla.."'ies. 

Hence~ea6h matrix reflection at ng, (n = 0, ti, .... ) will be 

flarikedby ttl0 sets of satellites located at distances 1/4g 

and l/Sgon either siele of it. 

The relativemagnitucies of the Type I and II satellites 

will depend on ~. Fig. 24 shows the composition profiles 

and corresponding amp11 tude spectrum for various values of E-. 

In each case the composition profile is describGd by a 

sinusoidal wave modulated vtith respect to amplitude, the 
. . . 

period of the modulation being proportional to the difference 

(1/ .ASRO - 1/ .A LRO ). These modulations in composition can 

be interpreted as domains. Within each domain the composition 

fluctuates rapidly, being highest near the middle of each 

domain~~d decreasing rapidly towards the domain boundary 

in the case 't1here thet'VlO components are of equal strength. 

When one of the components dominates,the boundary 1s quite 

diffuse. 

When the SRO component dominates, the period of the 

composition fluctuation within each domain is very nearly 

equal to A sRo . This would correspond to the situation 

discussed in Section S.2 ,'rhen the domains have a structure 

which no longer can be considered as ordered Ni4Mo. 
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~lhen the LRO component domi11a.tes the period of the 

fluctuation 1s very close to ALRO. This corresponds to 
, 

the case where the crystal strllcture of the domain is still 

based on that of ordered N14Ho ~ut where new LEO parameters 

must be used. 

The effect of ch8u~ging the wavelengths of the two 

components is shown in Fig. 25 for the case where ~ = 1/2. 

In this case, Eq. (1) may be approximated by 

where A k = kSRO - kLEO and k = kSRO Q: kLRO • 

Introducing the exponential form of Eq.(A.6) into Eq. (A.3) 

the scattered amplitude becomes (ignoring phase factors) 

f(s) =. 

San irJ U'4[ So - Yzrr (. e~ -+ ~ 11 d 
san if[ S - Y~lt( ~+ Az~)] d 

S ~ 111 iT tl [ So - Yen ( fR - ~) 1 fA 

SIt'illr( S - '/2it (~- A:) 1 d 

-J. ... if SUWlWN l So -ir Y21iT ( ~~+ ~)]d 
.+ 

S li n1lT" l s-+ Y2rr(t~+- ~~)]d 

+ 11 SIVlWN i S-t- Y~Ui (kl- ~ )J~ 
-4 

s\V\ U [S -\--)1!n- {k- A:)J q 
(A. 7) 
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We again obtain matrix reflections at 

S :; ng (n = O,±1,±2, ••••• ) 

and Type I satellites at 

S· ~ 1 ( 0. 'c . = ng:" -- k + -;;;.!...) , . 2 'it' '-
(n = O,±1,±2, •••• ) 

and Type II satellites at 

+ 1 ( .s.k) S = ng_ ~ k - -~..;:;... , 
. . + (n = O,Xl,_2, •••• ) 

F1gs. 25a and 25b show the composit1on profile and corre-

sponding amplitude spectrum for the case when kSRO is fixed 

and kLRO is reduced· by an amount Ak. All the satellites are 

shifted outward from each matrix reflection by an Ak/2ir. 

The satellites are now centered about former posit1ons of 

the Type I satel11tes. 

F1gs. 25c and 25d show the results of fixing kLRO and 

allowing kSRO to increase by an amount Ak. All satellites 

are now shifted inward towards each matrix reflection again by 

the amount Ak/2W from their former positions. 

In the case where a range of kSRO and kLRO are excited 

in a local region each component will contribute to the 

amplitude spectrum resulting in a smearing out of the 

satellite intensity distribution into streaks. The same 

effect, however, can occur in the case where different local 

regions in the crystal having slightly different values of 
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kSRQ and I~LRQ a.re scattering independently. Each region 

will contribute. its 0'lv"'l1 reciprocal lattice, hence resulting 

in streaked satellites. In either case, howevex an array 

of domains 'Nould result in each such region • 

In. three dimens ions eacl'1 rna trix refle ct ion will be 

flanked by two sets of satellites all lying in a line 

parallel to the direction of the composition fluctuation. 

For the case l'lherefluctuations occur in all ~420' 

directions in various pOints of the crystal p each matrix 

reflection will be flank8d by 12 pairs of satellites. All 

the Type. II satellites will result in the reciprocal lattice 

shown 111 Fig. 3. All the Type I satellites will result 1n 

SHQ peaks at all equivalent l'~O posi tio:ns in the fcc 

reciprocal lattice. Dul"'ing the early stages of ordering 

when the satellites are streaked~ the resulting (0021 

pattern will be that shown sche~atically in Fig. 21b. 

Referring again to Fig. 3, each Ito position is 

surrounded by 4 superlattice spots. ~uring the initial 

stages of ordering each superlattice spot will be a Type II 

satellite each contributing a Type I satellite to the ItO 

position. Hence, the resulting intensity of the lio SHQ 

maxima will be 4 times as great as the value one would 

predict from our one dimensional model. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Ni-Mo phase diagram. 

Plan view of atomic packing in the (002) planes 

of· the ordered Ni4No.structure. 

a. Type I ordering scheme results in the bet 

unit cell rotated counter-clockwise relative 

to the fcc unit cell. 

b. Type II ordering scheme showing the clock-

t'lise rotation of the bct unit cell. 

The intensity distribution in reCiprocal space 

for the ordered Ni4Mo structure (Dia ) •. The 

large circles represent matrix reflections. 

The small circles represent superlattice 

reflections from the 6 D1a orientational Variants. 

a. (002) diffract~on patte~n; supe~lattice 

reflections are from two ordered domains in 

antipara.lle1 tl'Jin orientati on. (c-axes at 1800 ) 

b. [1211 diffraction pattern ShOl'11ng reflections 

from two domains perpendicular twin orientation. 

(c-axes at 900
). 

c. Schematic view showing that in a {1301 foil 

orientation only super1stt1ce reflections of a 

single orientational variant will lie on the 

reflecting sphere. 
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A schematic representation of a small Type II 

domain linucleated ll within a Type I d.omain by 

chance composition fluctuation normal to the 

(420) or (240) planes of the fcc lattice. 

Diffraction patterns of an alloy held at 11000C 

for 3 hours prior to quenching into iced brine. 

a. 10021 , ) 
) 

b. T1211 , ) reciprocal lattice sections 

IiJ01. 
) 

c. ) 

Note the weak satellites near superlsttice 

reflections indcated by arrows in b. and c. 

are not detectable in a. 

Microphotometer trace along (4201 directions 

obtained from the original plate of the [1211 

diffraction pattern sho~'m in Fig. 6b. Note 

peaks near 2~Obct and 330bct super1attice 

positions are easily detectable while those near 

110bct and 440bct are obscured by neighboring 

11a-O SRO spots~ 

Typical microstructure of as-quen.ched alloys 

the lil obtained from a [1211fcc foil. 

a. Bright field using fundamental reflection. 

b. Dark field using the lio SRO spot. 
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Fig. 10 

Fig. 11 
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Typical I>l.icrostxu.cture ill alloys aged 5 mintes 

at 750°C. 

a. (121] diffraction pattern 

b. Darl-r field image of a 110bct superlattice 

reflection shOiIJing orde:,ed domains of a single 

orientational variaYlt. 

Bright field images using fundamental reflections 

shOi'/'ing strain contrast due to finely dispersed 

strain centers. 

c. g = (002)fcc ' 

d. g = (lll)fCC 

e. g = (lll)fcc 
'J:> , 
.i • g = (Z20)fcc 

Foil orientation i.s near [llO]fcc. 

a. [1211 diffraction pattern from an alloy aged 

10 seconds at 750oC. The weak regularly spaced 

spots aligned along the [1111 and (202] directions 

are double diffraction spots originating from 

domain boundaries. ' Their presence indicate 

domains are in contact. 

b. Dark field image using a 110bct super1attice 

reflection showing only one set of domains. 

Typical microstl~cture of an alloy aged 1 hour 

at 750°C. The domain structure consists of an 
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assembly of trarJ.sformation tw'ins. Foil 

orientation is nea:c [12l'Jlfcc • 

-a. Bright field im.age using the (lll1l fcc 

fundamental reflection. b., c. and d. are' 

dark field images using superlattlce reflections 

indicated by 2, 4 and 3, respectively in Fig. 3 

and Fig. 4. 

Electron diffraction patterns from alloys aged 

at 650oC9 showing diffuse satellite intenSity 

distribution. 

a. [ 12l1icc pattern ) 
) after 5 minutes of 

b. [" 002]rcc pattern ) aging 

c. [121]fCC pattern ) 
) after 10 minutes of 

d. [002]rcc pattern ) aging 

A schematic representation of the satellite 

intenSity distribution about each l~O SRO spot, 

which form during the first 10 minutes of aging 

a.t 650oC. 

Typical microstructure of a.lloys aged at 650°C. 

Foil orientation 1s {121]fcc. 

a. Bright field g = (111)rcc ) 
) 5' minutes 

b. Dark field using l~O SRO spot ) 

c. Bright field g = (lll)fcc ) 
) 10 minutes 

d. Dark field using lio SHO spot ) 
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The (002) stereogram. showing the symmetry of 

.the Type I st::;""llctu::'e and its orientational 

relationship relative to the fcc lattice. The 

crosses indicate fcc poles of the forn 420. 

Fig. 16'. A fiela. ion micrograph of fully ordered' Ni41'10 
o after aging for 125 hours at 750 C. Note the 

Fig. 17 . 

Fig. 18 

Fig. 19 

:prominence of the (110 )b"'" plane. 
vv 

Field evaporation sequence of an alloy aged 1 

hour at 750°C. a. - b. shows the emergence of 

a domain 't'1i th a large prominent plane centered 

on the [204] fcc pole. c. shows the domain 

boundaries themselves. 

A field ion micrograph of an alloy aged 10 seconds 

at 250°C showing large prominent planes at the 

[204"1 and (204] fcc poles. 

Field ion micrographs shO't\"lng preferential 

clustering of well defined planes about fcc 

poles of the form <420> in alloys aged at 650°C. 

a. An alloy aged for 10 minutes. 

b. An alloy aged for 5 minutes. J..rrO't'J's indicate 

well defined planes at <420~ fcc poles. 

c. Same as b. after application of a single pulse 

of height 1.5 kv and width of 20jUs. Note that 

the well defined plane in the 1024~ region in b. 

has been removed. 
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Field ion microg:caphs of as-quenched alloys. 

a.-b. sho't-J"s microstruc~Gure 't'lnen liquid. helium 

is used as speclmen coolant. Notice that the 

perfection of the ring pattern of the (0021 
I 

pole is much higher in 20a. than in 20b. 

Note also the interfaces marked by arrows.·· 

c. Field ion micrograph of as-quenched alloy 

"iv-hen liquid nitrogen· is used as specimen 

coolant. Clustering of well-defined planes 

about the ''(420)fcc poles is again observed. 

Schematic view of ~002~ diffraction patterns. 

a.. Illustrates the type of streaking expected 

from domains having a plate-like shape. 

b. Schematic representation of the type of 

streaking observed in actual patterns in alloys 

aged at 650oc. 

c. Schematic representation of the (002) 

diffraction patterns from 4 distinct structures • 

. Fig. 21 b. is a composite of all 4 dLi:"'fraction 

patterns. The dashed ~~it cell corresponds to a 

structure generated. by composition waves with a 

wavelength equal to 4d420. 

A schematic reprAsentat10n of various states of 

LRO in terms of composition waves. b. S = 1, 

c. S ~ 1 and d. represents a state of order 
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Fig. 24 

Fig •. 25 

Fig. 26 
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requiring t~IO LRO parameters. 

Dzleted. 

ShO¥~lS the effect of changing the amplitude of 

the SEO and LBO cOLlponents on the composition 

profile and on their corresponding satellite 

scattered amplitude spectrlu.a.. 

a. <E = 1/3 

b. 

c. 

~ 
10;. = 1/2 

2/3 

Shows the effect of changing the wavelengths of 

the SRO and LRO components on the composition 

profile and on the satellite scattered amplitude 

spectrum for the case<E= 0.5. 

a. I 

). SRO = 4d, ALRO = 4.Sd 

b. ASRO = 4.Sd, .A.LRO = .5d. 

A contour plot in the h3 = 0 plane of the function 

;' 

.' 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with resp~ct to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro-

. . Q 

vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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